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A foliation T of a Riemannian manifold M is totally geodesic when any M-geodesic
tangent to a leaf of f at one point stays in this leaf all the time, equivalently, when the second
fundamental tensor of T (defined at any point x of M. as the second fundamental tensor of the leaf
through x) vanishes identically. It turns out that the geometry of M provides several obstructions
for the existence of totally geodesic foliations. For example:

i) If M is closed and its Ricci curvature is positive, then there are no codimension-one
totally geodesic foliations of M [B].

ii) If M is closed and its sectional curvature K is negative, then there are no totally
geodesic foliations of M (in all dimensions) [Wl], Moreover, if K < — 1, then the C'-norm of
the second fundamental tensor of any foliation T of M has to exceed 3—2 y/2 somewhere ([W2],
compare Lemma 1 below).

iii) If M is locally symmetric of finite volume and negative curvature, then there are no
totally geodesic foliations of M with all the leaves complete [Z].

In this note, we prove the following.

Theorem IfM. is a complete Riemannian manifold of bounded negative curvature and finite
volume, then for any totally geodesic C2 -foliation 7 ofM. we have

dim ? < codim T .

The proof is based on the study of the geodesic flow <p = (<pt) of a foliation 7 of M.
Recall that tp acts in the unit tangent bundle ST of ? and is defined as follows:

where 7,, is the unique leaf-geodesic satisfying 7^(0) = v. If ^ i s totally geodesic, then <p extends

to the geodesic flow of M denoted also by <p and acting in the whole unit tangent bundle SM of

M.

Our Theorem will follow easily from Lemmas 1-4 given below.

Lemma 1 [W2] If a foliation 7 of a complete Riemannian manifold M of sectional curvature
K < — 1 has the second fundamental form E of C1-norm bounded by 3 — X\/l everywhere, then
the geodesic flow of T admits no invariant probability measures. In particular, T has no closed
geodesies nor leaves of finite volume.

The next Lemma is proved in [Z\. Since the Zeghib's paper is not published yet, we give
the proof here for the convenience of the reader.

Let f be a codimension q totally geodesic foliation of an n-dimensional Hadamard man-
ifold H. Let T be a transversal of !Ft dim T = q, and put

1= us,;.



where Sx denotes the unit tangent sphere to the leaf through x.

Denote by p : SH —• H(oo) the projection onto the ideal boundary H(oo) of H :
p( v) = 7U( oo). (See [BGS], for the notion of ideal boundary of Hadamard manifolds.)

Lemma 2 If 2 q < n, then there exists a point vof 1> for which

rank((p|E)»s = n - 1 .

Proof Assume the contrary:

max [ rank ( (plE)^)] = n - k - 1

for some k > 1. Take a point VQ of 5X0.F, xo € T, such that the Tank of (p|S )* is maximal at
vo. Let £, be the leaf of F through xo and No a neighbourhood of vo in SIo.F fl V/, where Vb is
the set of all v € S for which the rank of (p[2 )* at t; equals n — k — 1. Put #0 = p(No) and
vo = p"1 (-ffo) U Vb. Then dim Ho = n— q — 1 and

dim Uo = n- q+ k— 1 .

Consider the canonical projection n : UQ\NQ —* T. It is one-to-one. In fact, if v\ and
V2 € C/o» ui ^ ti2, and TT( ui) = -n{ vi) = x, then the leaf Lo and the leaf L through x would have
two common points p( v\) and p( V2) at infinity, so L = Lo and ui, V2 € JVb •

Since 7r is continuous, we get

q = dimT > Tdim(Ua\No) = n~q+ k- 1 >n-q.

Lemma 3 If T is a totally geodesic foliation of a complete Riemannian manifold M of neg-
ative curvature and

dim f > codim T ,

then there exists v € SF such that W^ (v) , the stable manifold at v of the geodesic flow ofM, is
transverse to SF at v.

Proof Let 7 be the lift of T to the universal covering H of M. Let v € 5^" satisfy the
condition of Lemma 2. Given £ € T^SH one can find TJ G T&S^" for which p,£ = p.rj- The
projection of £ — TJ onto T^SM belongs to Wj^ (u) , u being the projection of ti onto SM.

m

Lemma 4 IfT is a totally geodesic foliation of a complete Riemannian manifold M of finite

volume and bounded negative curvature, and the stable manifold Wj^(v) of the geodesic flow tp

ofM. at a point v ofSF is transverse to S? at v then T admits a closed geodesic.



Proof Since the curvature of M is negative and bounded, the flow p is uniformly hyperbolic
(i.e. Anosov). Moreover, it preserves a finite smooth measure, the Liouville measure on SM. (By
Anosov's closing lemma [A].) Therefore, periodic orbits of <p are dense in SM.

Take a sequence (vm) in SM such that vm —* v and all the geodesies qm are closed.
For m big enough,

because of the transversality of W^i v) to SF. Let w = W ^ (vm) D SF. Then the v^-orbit of vm

is contained in the closure of the y>-orbit of w and since SF is closed in SM, the orbit of vm lies
in SF, so 7 ^ is a closed geodesic tangent to T.

Passing to the proof of the Theorem assume that T is a totally geodesic foliation of M
for which dim T > codim T. According to Lemmas 3 and 4 T admits a closed geodesic. This
contradicts Lemma 1.

Remark

i) All the argument but that of Lemma 1 works when ? is a C1 -foliation in the sense that
the leaves are smooth and ST is a C1-submanifold of SM.

ii) The following questions seem to be open and interesting. Do there exist totally geodesic
foliations of complete negatively curved Riemannian manifolds of finite volume? If not, do there
exist on such manifolds foliations with second fundamental tensors of arbitrarily small norms?
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